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Abstract  

These days people are overwhelmed by information on the Internet thus searching for useful information becomes 

burdensome, often failing to acquire some in a reasonable time. Recommender systems are indispensable to fulfill such 

user needs through many practical commercial sites. This study proposes a novel similarity measure for user-based 

collaborative filtering which is a most popular technique for recommender systems. Compared to existing similarity 

measures, the main advantages of the suggested measure are that it takes all the ratings given by users into account for 

computing similarity, thus relieving the inherent data sparsity problem and that it reflects the uncertainty or vagueness 

of user ratings through fuzzy logic. Performance of the proposed measure is examined by conducting extensive 

experiments. It is found that it demonstrates superiority over previous relevant measures in terms of major quality metrics. 
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1. Introduction 

Recommender systems have been regarded as essential in many of current commercial systems, where 

customers get assistance in searching products by inquiring the recommendation list. In literature, there have 

been various techniques of recommender systems developed, collaborative filtering, content-based filtering, 

demographic filtering, knowledge-based filtering, hybrid filtering, and social network-based filtering [1]. 

Among these, collaborative filtering (CF) has been the topic of great concern in recent research studies and 

successfully implemented in many practical commercial sites. The main reason is that it has a big advantage 

of requiring no information on user or product features which is in reality hard to acquire. 

The basic principle of CF technique is to find likeminded people with the current user and recommend 

items that they have preferred in the past. While this strategy is called user-based CF, an analogous idea applied 

with respect to products is named item-based CF. These two types of CF constitute so-called memory-based 

CF [1]. Memory-based CF systems are named as such because they maintain all user ratings in memory. 

Most existing similarity measures basically rely on the number of ratings for common items of two users 

[2]. When two users have few co-rated items, the resulting similarity may not be trustworthy. In reality, most 

commercial systems maintain an enormous volume of products, thus making the user-item ratings matrix used 

by CF extremely sparse, which makes it highly probable to generate few co-rated items. Hence, this data 
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sparsity is one of the challenging issues in CF researches. 

This study addresses the data sparsity issue and suggests a new similarity measure. We attempt to alleviate 

the problem inherent in CF systems by utilizing information in addition to ratings of co-rated items. This 

information includes user rating patterns which consist of user entropy and the probability of each numeric 

rating. A user showing similar user rating pattern as well as similar numeric ratings for co-rated items will 

have a high priority as a neighbor. In addition, we take a further strategy for trustworthy similarity that reflects 

uncertainty of user ratings. This strategy comes from the fact that users typically show vagueness when giving 

ratings to items [3]. The specific method for this is to transform the user rating pattern and ratings for items 

into fuzzy values for computing similarity. We conducted extensive experiments to investigate performance 

of CF systems with the proposed measure applied and found superiority of the proposed measure in terms of 

prediction and recommendation qualities compared to those of various relevant existing similarity measures. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we discuss how previous works 

handle the issues of CF systems. Section III presents the proposed similarity measure, followed by 

experimental studies in Section IV. Section V concludes this paper. 

 

2. Related Studies 

2.1 Data Sparsity 

Memory-based CF systems compute similarity between users based on the ratings they have assigned to the 

items. Traditional similarity measures such as Pearson correlation, the cosine similarity, and the mean squared 

differences, are in need of commonly rated items to compute similarity [4]. The main drawback of these 

measures is that when the number of co-rated items is low, the computed similarity becomes far unreliable. 

The above mentioned drawback is mainly caused by data sparsity. This situation occurs inherently in a 

recommender system which maintains enormous number of items and users can normally rate only a few items. 

Several approaches have been developed to handle the sparsity problem, e.g., default voting [1] and 

imputation-boosted algorithms utilizing machine learning, Bayesian multiple imputation, and linear regression 

[4]. Dimensionality reduction techniques such as matrix factorization and singular value decomposition also 

address the data sparsity problem by maintaining only significant ratings information and reducing the user-

item matrix size, but may require high computational cost and lose some useful information [4].  

Simpler solutions for data sparsity reflect the size of intersection item sets onto similarity computation. 

Herlocker et al. reflect the number of items co-rated by two users on the similarity [5]. Tanimoto coefficient 

and Jaccard index refer to the ratio of the number of items co-rated by two users to the total number of items 

rated by them [6]. These indices are usually employed as weight factors for computing similarity. For instance, 

Bobadilla et al. multiply Jaccard index with the mean squared differences [7] and Saranya et al. combine the 

index with Pearson correlation [4]. As a result, the resulting measures are reported to bring performance 

improvement in various aspects. An enhancement of Jaccard index is studied in [8] where it is segmented into 

three indices depending on the magnitude of ratings of co-rated items. 

 

2.2 Context of User Ratings 

User ratings are essentially imprecise and subjective in nature, which are rarely taken into account by 

similarity measures in the past. Recently, there are some researches which reflect the uncertainty of ratings 

onto similarity measures. One of the representative schemes to achieve it is by utilizing the fuzzy logic. Son 

integrated the fuzzy similarity based on the users’ demographic data with Pearson coefficient, reporting that 

his method obtains higher accuracy than other relevant methods [9]. In [10], the authors fuzzified ratings and 

rating deviations and incorporated them into existing similarity metrics as weights. Other studies applied fuzzy 

logic to CF systems by introducing a fuzzy linguistic concept [11] or linguistic terms for user ratings. 

Some contextual information is extracted from user ratings to reflect it onto similarity. Desrosiers and 

Karypis compute similarity by using all the ratings instead of using only ratings of common items [12]. In the 
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work by [13], the concept of singularity is defined and incorporated into the mean squared differences to 

compute similarity, so that two similar ratings both with higher singularities contribute to higher similarity. In 

[14], the prediction time of CF systems is improved by combining the numerical relevance of the ratings with 

non-numerical information based on the votes structure.  

The information entropy is another approach to deduce context information from user ratings [4]. In [15], 

the rating of an unrated item is complemented by the entropy. Kwon et al. combined the entropy difference of 

user ratings with the previous similarity measures [6]. Wang et al. also estimated the entropy of the rating 

differences to incorporate it with Pearson correlation through the weighted average [16].  
 

 

3. Proposed Similarity Estimation 

3.1 User Rating Behavior and its Fuzzification 

The purpose of this study is to overcome two major problems present in current memory-based similarity 

measures. Firstly, these measures heavily rely on items co-rated by two users to compute similarity. Secondly, 

they make use of exact user ratings, which often fail to reflect imprecise or vague rating behavior of users.  

Our approach to the first problem is to make use of all of the user ratings as well as those ratings for common 

items when computing similarity. By using this additional information, the resulting similarity can be more 

trustworthy. To elicit information of user rating behavior from all the ratings of a user, we represent user rating 

pattern with two factors, the probability of each numeric rating and the entropy of user ratings. 

Table 1 illustrates a user rating pattern. Assuming that the system allows the integer rating scale from one 

to ten, this table shows the ratio of each rating of this user and the information entropy of the user ratings. 

Consider two users who assign the same rating to each common item. The cosine similarity yields one in this 

case, which indicates that the two users are perfectly similar, regardless of the number of common items. This 

is obviously absurd for very few common items. However, by considering the rating patterns of two users in 

computing similarity, similarity value of one may not be obtained, thus ensuring higher reliability of similarity. 

Let us formally define the user rating pattern. The probability of each user rating is estimated from all the 

ratings given by the user. Specifically, let I be the set of all items in the system, 𝑟𝑢,𝑖 the rating given by user 

u to item i, and [𝑟𝑚𝑛, 𝑟𝑚𝑥] the rating range allowed in the system. Then probability of rating r by user u is 

defined as 

𝑃𝑢,𝑟 =
|{𝑖 ∈ I | 𝑟𝑢,𝑖 = 𝑟}|

|{𝑖 ∈ I | 𝑟𝑢,𝑖 ∈ [𝑟𝑚𝑛, 𝑟𝑚𝑥]}|
 

 

The information entropy can be used to deduce useful context information from user ratings. As in [6][16], 

we define the entropy of user ratings (Hu) as follows and normalize it using the sigmoid function (𝐻𝑢
′ ). 

 

𝐻𝑢 = − ∑ 𝑃𝑢,𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑔2(𝑃𝑢,𝑟)
𝑟𝑚𝑥
𝑟=𝑟𝑚𝑛

,      𝐻𝑢
′ =

1

1+𝑒−𝐻𝑢
 

 

In order to reflect the essential uncertainty of user ratings, we transform the user rating pattern into a fuzzy 

one, so that similarity between two users is computed using fuzzy membership values of their patterns. In 

addition, we also fuzzify user ratings to compute similarity. 

 

3.2 Proposed Similarity Measure 

We propose a new similarity measure which is developed on the basis of the mean squared differences 

(MSD). Basically the proposed measure considers differences of all the fuzzy membership values of the user 

rating pattern and those of user ratings between two users. Let �̂�𝑢,𝑖 be a normalized rating of 𝑟𝑢,𝑖 into [0, 1] 

and Iu,v the set of items co-rated by users u and v. Then MSD between users u and v is defined as follows [1]. 
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Table 1. Illustration of a user rating pattern 

rating 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

ratio 0 0.1 0.15 0.25 0.2 0 0.15 0.05 0.1 0 

entropy 2.3463 

 

𝑀𝑆𝐷(𝑢, 𝑣) = 1 −
1

|𝐼𝑢,𝑣|
∑ (�̂�𝑢,𝑖 − �̂�𝑣,𝑖)2

𝑖∈𝐼𝑢,𝑣

 

 

Similarity with respect to fuzzy user rating patterns is formulated as follows. Here, we assume a discrete 

rating within the range [𝑟𝑚𝑛, 𝑟𝑚𝑥] of the rating scale. For a non-integer rating r, it can be easily transformed 

into the nearest integer, floor(r+0.5). Let k be the number of membership values of the fuzzy function with the 

jth membership function mj. Then the probability of rating r given by user u, 𝑃𝑢,𝑟, is represented with 𝑚𝑢,𝑟
𝑗

’s 

and the normalized user entropy 𝐻𝑢
′  with 𝑚𝑢,ℎ

𝑗
’s. We denote similarity of the probability of each rating by 

𝑀𝑆𝐷𝑃(𝑢, 𝑣) and that of the normalized user entropy by 𝑀𝑆𝐷𝐻(𝑢, 𝑣). These definitions are provided below. 

 

𝑀𝑆𝐷𝑃(𝑢, 𝑣) = 1 −
1

𝑘(𝑟𝑚𝑥 − 𝑟𝑚𝑛 + 1)
∑ ∑(𝑚𝑢,𝑟

𝑗
− 𝑚𝑣,𝑟

𝑗
)2

𝑘

𝑗=1

𝑟𝑚𝑥

𝑟=𝑟𝑚𝑛

 

𝑀𝑆𝐷𝐻(𝑢, 𝑣) = 1 −
1

𝑘
∑(𝑚𝑢,ℎ

𝑗
− 𝑚𝑣,ℎ

𝑗
)2.

𝑘

𝑗=1

 

 

Likewise, a rating 𝑟𝑢,𝑖 is transfomed with fuzzy values 𝑚𝑢,𝑖
𝑗

’s. Then similarity with respect to ratings of 

items common between two users is  

𝑀𝑆𝐷𝑟(𝑢, 𝑣) = 1 −
1

𝑘|𝐼𝑢,𝑣|
∑ ∑(𝑚𝑢,𝑖

𝑗
− 𝑚𝑣,𝑖

𝑗
)

2
𝑘

𝑗=1𝑖∈𝐼𝑢,𝑣

 

 

Finally we propose a similarity measure denoted as 𝑃𝑅𝑂𝑃𝐹𝐸𝑄  that combines all of the three types of 

similarities defined above together with equal weight. Specifically,  

 

𝑃𝑅𝑂𝑃𝐹𝐸𝑄(𝑢, 𝑣) =
1

3
(𝑀𝑆𝐷𝑃(𝑢, 𝑣) + 𝑀𝑆𝐷𝐻(𝑢, 𝑣) + 𝑀𝑆𝐷𝑟(𝑢, 𝑣)) 

 

4. Performance Evaluation 

4.1 Design of Experiments 

Among publicly available datasets in the related field, we choose one with widely varying rating patterns 

among users to cautiously examine performance behavior of similarity measures. Jester dataset suits such 

purpose with a large range of rating scale from -10.0 to +10.0. This dataset contains 70,675 number of ratings 

by 1000 users for 100 items and the sparsity level is 0.2936. We divide the whole dataset into 80% of training 

set and the rest for testing. 

Performance of a CF-based recommender system is typically measured by how much a target user prefers 

the items recommended by the system. In order to recommend an item, the system needs to first select users 

similar to the target user and calculate preferences of items yet unseen by the target user from similar users’ 

rating records. Then items of highest preferences, i.e., highest predicted ratings, are to be recommended. 
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Therefore, quality of the CF systems is basically determined by similar users, i.e., by the similarity measure. 

We use representative metrics to evaluate prediction, recommendation, and ranking accuracies [4]. Typical 

metrics for these are adopted, which include MAE (mean absolute error), F1, and nDCG (normalized 

discounted cumulative gain). F1 is a harmonic mean of precision and recall. 

Similarity measures are selected for experiments as follows. First, the mean squared differences (MSD) are 

selected as baseline. As other baselines, we experimented with the method reported in [7] (JMSD), the measure 

using entropy reported in [6] (KWON), and the measure using singularities in [13] (SING). In addition, we 

investigated MSD with fuzzy ratings, i.e., 𝑀𝑆𝐷𝑟(𝑢, 𝑣), denoted by MSD_FZ. A fuzzy function with five 

membership functions each of a trapezoid type is used for experimentation. 
 

4.2 Performance Results 

Fig. 1 presents MAE of the similarity measures. In general, MAE tends to decrease to a stable condition as 

more similar users are referenced. There is found a big difference among the measures mainly due to KWON 

and SING. KWON takes a similar strategy as ours in that it combines entropy and MSD, which, however, 

leads to the worst performance. The outcome of SING also seems rather unexpected, although it incorporates 

a distinguishing factor, i.e., singularity, into MSD. We used the value of zero as a singularity bound. 

Beside the two measures, relatively small differences are observed in MAE among the rest measures in the 

figure. However, incorporating Jaccard index into MSD appears undesirable, as shown in the results of JMSD. 

JMSD performs still worse than the original MSD. When comparing MSD and MSD_FZ results, it is observed 

that just by replacing exact ratings by fuzzy ratings, unignorable performance improvement is obtained. This 

proves the existence of imprecise rating behavior of users. The proposed measure PROP_FEW, yields the best 

accuracy, although MSD_FZ is very competitive to ours.  

Rank accuracy of the measures is also depicted in the figure. Similar to the MAE results, KWON performs 

worst, followed by SING. In particular, these two measures are far outperformed by the others. Note that MSD 

is surprisingly one of the best along with PROP_FEW and MSD_FZ, a different outcome from the MAE results. 

The reason for this seems that nDCG only concerns the ranking order of the recommendation list, whereas 

MAE computes the precise rating differences. Therefore, MSD is proved quite suitable for recommending 

items to users when the system only presents their order. 

Regarding recommendation quality, different from the MAE and nDCG results, only SING yields 

significantly low performance. The reason might be that item ratings are not that much singular in this dataset, 

thus the strategy of SING of utilizing singularity information for measuring similarity contributes negatively 

and instead degrades the original MSD performance. It is also noted that MSD leads to relatively poor 

outcomes and is worse than KWON which has consistently shown the lowest performance throughout the 

experiments in terms of other performance metrics. 

Although MSD_FZ demonstrated unexpectedly good performance in terms of MAE and nDCG, its F1 

results are not that satisfactory as observed in the figure. On the other hand, PROP_FEW outperforms all the 

others as in the MAE results. Consequently, the proposed approach of considering the distribution of ratings 

and fuzzifying ratings to compute similarity demonstrates its superiority. 
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Figure 1. Performance of similarity measures in terms of MAE, nDCG, and F1 

 

5. Conclusions 
 

Similarity computation is very critical to performance of collaborative filtering systems, because it 

determines the set of similar users and the recommendation list. This paper addresses the serious problem of 

data sparsity inherent in the systems by proposing a new similarity measure. Outstanding features of the 

proposed measure is that it considers the whole user rating behavior to compute similarity between users, not 

just the set of co-rated items as in most previous measures. In addition, it reflects the uncertainty or vagueness 

of user ratings by transforming them into fuzzy ratings with which similarity computation is made. Through 

extensive experiments, the proposed measure demonstrates superior performance in terms of various metrics, 

whereas no single measure in previous related studies exhibits such outcome. 
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